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Abstract: The characteristics of modern science, i.e., data-intensive, multidisciplinary, open, and
heavily dependent on Internet technologies, entail the creation of a linked scholarly record that is
online and open. Instrumental in making this vision happen is the development of the next generation
of Open Cyber-Scholarly Infrastructures (OCIs), i.e., enablers of an open, evolvable, and extensible
scholarly ecosystem. The paper delineates the evolving scenario of the modern scholarly record
and describes the functionality of future OCIs as well as the radical changes in scholarly practices
including new reading, learning, and information-seeking practices enabled by OCIs.
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1. Introduction
Modern science has undergone deep transformations due to recent advances in information
technology, computer infrastructures, and the Internet as well as the development of new
high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes, satellites, accelerators, supercomputers, and sensor
networks that are generating huge volumes of research data. Modern science is increasingly based
on data-intensive computing; it tries to solve complex problems not within a discipline but across
disciplines (multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary science); and it is conducted by scientists at different
locations at the same (synchronous) or different (asynchronous) times by collapsing the barrier of
distance and removing geographic location as an issue. Finally, there is an emerging consensus among
the members of the academic research community that the practices of modern science should be
congruent with “Open Science”. Global scientific collaboration takes many forms, but from the various
initiatives around the world a consensus is emerging that collaboration should aim to be “open” or at
least should include a substantial measure of “open access” to the results of research activities.
This new science paradigm and a revolutionary process of digitization of information have created
enormous pressure for radical changes in scholarly practices. They have induced changing demands
and created expectations of scholars that are significantly different than they were just a few years ago.
Today one of the main challenges faced by scholars is to make the best use of the world’s growing
wealth of scientific information. Scholars need to be able to find the most authoritative, comprehensive,
and up-to-date information about an important topic; to find an introduction to a topic that is organized
by an expert; to conduct perspective analyses of scientific literature (for example, what arguments
are there to refute this article?); to conduct a lineage analysis (for example, where did this idea come
from?); etc. They also need to be able to navigate through an information-rich environment in order to
discover useful knowledge from data, i.e., to extract high-level knowledge from low-level data in the
context of huge volume datasets.
A further pressure for radical changes in scholarly practice is caused by the revolutionary changes
underway in scientific communication. These include:
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Scientific data are becoming key to scientific communication; as such they must be integrated
with scientific publications in order to support repeatability, reproducibility, and re-analyses.
Scientific data and publications have to cross disciplinary boundaries; therefore, in order
to maintain the interpretative context they must be semantically enhanced, i.e., semantic
mark-up of textual terms with links to ontologies/terminologies/vocabularies, interactive figures,
etc. Semantic services will help readers to find actionable data, interpret information, and
extract knowledge.
Scientific literature is becoming increasingly online. The digital form of the article has permitted
the definition of new scientific article models, based on modularization techniques, which allow
the overcoming of the traditional linear form of the scientific article.
Advanced linking technology allows the meaningfully interconnection of datasets and article
modules in many different ways. This permits the creation of several patterns of interest for
scholars and scientists.

Instrumental in making radical changes in scholarly practices happen is the development of
the next generation of Open Cyber-scholarly Infrastructures (OCIs). In a previous paper [1] I have
delineated the future of the digital scholarship and argued that connectivity is its technological
foundation. In this paper I have further elaborated this concept and argue that building future OCIs
will contribute to radical changes in the way scholars create, communicate, search for, and consume
scientific information. OCIs have the potential to completely reshape scientific research.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the evolving scenario of the modern scholarly
record is described. In Section 3 a linked scholarly record that meets the needs of modern science is
described. Section 4 describes the radical changes in the scholarly practices enabled by connectivity
and semantic technologies. Section 5 describes the functionality of the future OCIs. Finally, Section 6
contains some concluding remarks.
2. The Modern Scholarly Record
A scholarly record is taken as a means of aggregation of scientific journals, gray literature, and
conference presentations plus the underlying datasets and other evidence to support the published
findings. Moreover, the communications of today’s scholars encompass not only journal publications
and underlying datasets but also less formal textual annotations and a variety of other work products,
many of them made possible by recent advances in information technology and Internet. This evolving
scholarly record can also include news articles, blog posts, tweets, video presentations, artworks,
patents, computer code, and other artifacts.
This record is highly distributed across a range of libraries, institutional archives, publishers’
archives, discipline-specific data centers, and institutional repositories. It is also poorly connected, and
this constitutes a major obstacle to full engagement by scholars.
Two of the main constituents of the modern scholarly record are the scientific dataset and the
scientific article.
3. The Scientific Dataset
There is no single well-defined concept of dataset. Informally speaking, we can think of a dataset
as a meaningful collection of data that is published and maintained by a single provider, deals with
a certain topic, and originates from a certain experiment/observation/process. In the context of the
Linked Data world, a dataset means a set of RDF triples that is published, maintained, or aggregated
by a single provider.
The concept of collection also suggests that there is an intentional collecting of the constituents of
a dataset.
In [2] different kinds of relatedness among the grouped data have been identified:
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Circumstantial Relatedness: a dataset is thought of as consisting of data related by time, place,
instrument, or object of observation.
Syntactic Relatedness: Data in a dataset are typically expected to have the same syntactic structure
(records of the same length, field values in the same places, etc.).
Semantic Relatedness: Data in a dataset may be about the same subject or make assertions similar
in content.
A dataset, once accepted for deposit and archived, is assigned by a Registration Agency a Digital
Object Identifier (DOI) for registration. A Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a unique name (not a location)
within a name space of a networked data environment and provides a system for persistent and
actionable identification of datasets. It must: (i) unambiguously identify the dataset; (ii) be globally
unique; and (iii) be associated with a naming resolution service that takes the name as input and shows
how to find one or more copies of the identical dataset.
A dataset must be accompanied by metadata, which describes the information contained in
the dataset, details of data formatting and coding, how the dataset was collected and obtained,
associated publications, and other research information. Metadata formats range from a text “readme”
file, to elaborate written documentation, to systematic computer-readable definitions based on
common standards.
The DOI as a long-term linking option from data to source publication is of
fundamental importance.
DOIs could logically be assigned to every single data point in a dataset; in practice, the assignment
of a DOI is more likely to be to a meaningful set of data following the index Principle of Functional
Granularity: identifiers should be assigned at the level of granularity appropriate for the functional use that
is envisaged.
However, having the ability to make references to subsets of datasets would be highly desirable.
Datasets may be subdivided by row, by column, or both.
Devising a simple standard for describing the chain of evidence from the dataset to the subset
would be highly valuable. The task of creating subsets is relatively easy and is done in a large variety
of ways by researchers.
With respect to the versioning problem, i.e., how to treat subsequent versions of the same dataset, it
is recommended to treat them as separate datasets.
An emerging “best practice” in the scientific method is the process of publishing scientific datasets.
Dataset Publication is a process that allows the research community to discover, understand, and
make assertions about the trustworthiness and fitness for purpose of the dataset. In addition, it should
allow those who create datasets to receive academic credit for their work. The ultimate aim of Dataset
Publication is to make scientific datasets available for reuse both within the original disciplines and
the wider community.
The Dataset Publication process is composed of a number of procedures that altogether implement
the overall functionality of this process. In particular, they should support the following functionality
relevant for achieving dataset reusability: (i) dataset peer-reviewing; (ii) dataset discoverability;
(iii) dataset understandability; and (iv) making dataset assessable.
4. The Modern Scientific Article
We foresee that in an increasingly online and interconnected scientific world the structure,
functionality, and presentation of the scientific article is destined to change radically. The article
will become a window for scientists and scholars, allowing them to not only actively understand a
scientific result, but also to reproduce it or extend it; it will act as an access point for, or interface to,
any type of global networked resource. Another way of viewing the modern article is as an interface
through which authors and readers interact.
The future digital scientific article will feature several important characteristics:
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First, modularization or disaggregation of the scientific article, i.e., the linear form of the scientific
article will be overcome and it will be presented as a network of modules meaningfully connected by
relations. In essence, a new modular model of scientific article will emerge with two main constituents:
modules and relations. The modules are conceptual information units representing self-contained,
though related types of information. They can contain organizational information concerning the
structural aspects of an article as well as scientific discourse information concerning hypotheses made by
the author of an article, evidence for the hypotheses, underlying datasets, findings, pointers to future
research, etc. Modules could be located, retrieved, and consulted separately as well as in combination
with related modules.
Different types of relations between the modules can be established: organizational relations that
are based on the structure of the article; discourse relations that define the reasoning of the argument;
causal relations that establish a causal connection between premise and conclusion; comparison relations
where the relation is one of contradiction, similarity, or resemblance.
Deconstructing a scientific article into semantically typed modules will enable scientists and
scholars to access and manipulate individual modules, such as hypotheses, conclusions, references, etc.
It will allow a reader to compile her/his own version, depending on interests and background; the
reader becomes a creator of her/his individual reading versions. In essence, modularization will allow
a more flexible interaction between article author and reader.
Second, a digital scientific article is intrinsically dynamic, i.e., mutable. This characteristic of
the digital article allows the author to update it at any time, to revise it by changing its content, and
expand it by adding annotations, hyperlinks, comments, etc. It also allows the inclusion of non-static
information types such as animation, moving images, and sound.
Third, a digital scientific article can have embedded software that can allow one to, for example,
compute a formula and visualize the results while reading the article; or to link to the underlying
datasets, thus allowing the reader to perform additional analyses on the data. An example of the use
of embedded software in articles is the concept of a multivalent document.
Several models for representing a scientific article have appeared in the literature. The name
used to indicate these models is enhanced publication. Enhanced publication is a dynamic, versionable,
identifiable compound of objects combining an electronic publication with embedded or remote
research data, extra materials, post publication data, database records, and metadata. It is an umbrella
concept that embraces many different article models.
The conceptual model of an enhanced publication includes a mandatory text body and a set of
interconnected sub-parts. Several instantiations of this model have been proposed in the literature.
These instantiations, essentially, regard the way the mandatory text body is organized, the type of the
sub-parts, and the way they are connected to the text.
A first instantiation regards the case where the sub-parts are essentially supplementary material
along with the mandatory text. Examples include presentation slides, appendixes to the text, tables,
etc. In this case, generally, the sub-parts do not have an identifier and are not described by metadata.
A second instantiation regards the case where the mandatory text body is not a single block of text
but is structured in a number of interconnected modules, such as abstract, sections, bibliography, etc.
A third instantiation regards the case where the sub-parts are scientific datasets external to the
publication, i.e., stored in discipline specific data centers/repositories with their own identity (DOIs).
In this case, the scientific datasets are cited from within the text using a DOI system.
A fourth instantiation regards the case where some sections or modules of the text body or
some sub-parts are live, meaning that they can be activated in order to produce visual content, video
streaming, etc.
Finally, a fifth instantiation regards the case where some sections or modules of the text body or
sub-parts can be dynamically executed at run time.
A generalization of the concept of “Enhanced Publication” is the concept of Research Object (RO).
Informally, a Research Object is intended as a semantically rich aggregation of resources that poses
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some scientific intent or supports some research objective. It should allow a principled publication
of the results of research activity in a self-contained manner that facilitates the sharing and reuse of
these objects. An RO bundles together all the essential information relating to a scientific investigation,
i.e., article, data produced/used, methods used to produce and analyze that data, as well as the people
involved in the investigation. In addition, an RO includes additional semantic information that allows
one to link its components in a meaningful way.
Scientific articles are increasingly being assigned DOIs that provide live links from online
citing articles to the cited articles in their reference lists. In addition, they should be enriched with
appropriate metadata.
DOIs could logically be assigned to every single article module; having the possibility to make
references to article modules would be highly desirable.
5. Linked Scholarly Record
The scholarly record is poorly interconnected. This is in opposition to modern science, which
requires the establishment of discipline-specific linked scientific records in order to effectively support
scholarly inquiry. In fact, scientists and scholars need to be able to move from hypotheses to evidence,
from article to article, from dataset to dataset, and from article to dataset and conversely. They need to
discover potentially significant patterns and ways to make meaningful connections between parts of
the scholarly record.
From a conceptual point of view, a linked scholarly record means that its single parties, i.e., a
dataset, an article module, etc. constitute single nodes of a networked scholarly record that can be
accessed by any scholar, anytime, anywhere.
The two pillars of the modern scholarly communication are discipline-specific Data Centers and
Research Digital Libraries, whose technologies and organizations allow researchers to store, curate,
discover, and reuse the data and publications they produce. Made to implement complementary
phases of the scientific research and publication process, they are poorly integrated with one another
and do not adopt the strengths of the other. Such a dichotomy hampers the realization of a linked
scholarly record. However, I am confident that the recent technological advances in many fields of
information technology will make it happen.
6. Linked Discipline-Specific Data Spaces
New high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes, satellites, accelerators, supercomputers,
sensor networks, and running simulations are generating massive amounts of data. The availability
of huge volumes of data is revolutionizing the way research is carried out and leading to a new
data-centric way of thinking, organizing, and carrying out research activities. The most acute challenge
stems from research teams relying on a large number of diverse and interrelated datasets but having
no way to manage their scientific data spaces in a principled fashion.
An example taken from [3] illustrates the requirement for interlinking scientific datasets.
“Consider a scientific research group working on environmental observation and forecasting. They may
be monitoring a coastal ecosystem through weather stations, shore-and buoy-mounted sensors, and
remote imagery. In addition, they can be running atmospheric and fluid-dynamics models that
simulate past, current, and near-future conditions. The computations may require importing data and
model outputs from other groups, such as river flows and ocean circulation forecasts. The observations
and simulations are the inputs to programs that generate a wide range of data products, for use
within the group and by others: comparison plots between observed and simulated data, images of
surface-temperature distributions, animations of salt-water intrusion into an estuary. Such a group
can easily amass millions of data products in just a few years. Soon, such groups will need to federate
with other groups to create scientific data spaces of regional or national scope. They will need to easily
export their data in standard scientific formats, and at granularities that do not necessarily correspond
to the partitions they use to store the data.”
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Therefore, there is a need for mechanisms and approaches that allow the linking of datasets
produced by diverse research teams. Linking a dataset refers to the capability of linking it to other
external datasets, which in turn can be linked to from external datasets. Linking data will allow the
sharing of scientific data on a global scale and interconnect data between different scientific sources.
It also makes data access, i.e., search and exploration, and data exploitation, i.e., integration and reuse
much easier. The process that enables the linking of datasets is known as data publishing.
A generalization of the linking data concept leads to the creation of linked scientific data spaces
of disciplinary or interdisciplinary scope. A data space can be considered as an abstraction for the
management of linked datasets. The concept of scientific data spaces responds to the rapidly-expanding
demands of “data-everywhere”.
A linked disciplinary-specific data space should enjoy the following properties:
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚

it contains datasets specific to a scientific discipline;
any scientific community belonging to this discipline can publish on the scientific data space;
dataset creators are not constrained by the choice of vocabularies with which to represent them;
datasets are connected by links creating a global data graph that spans datasets and enables the
discovery of new datasets;
datasets are self-describing;
datasets are strictly separated from formatting and presentational aspects;
the scientific data space is open, meaning that applications do not have to be implemented against
a fixed set of datasets, but can discover new datasets at run time by following the data links.

A managed linked data space will enable researchers to start browsing in one dataset and then
navigate to related datasets; or it can support data search engines that crawl the data space by following
links between datasets. However, in order to be able to implement a linked discipline-specific data
space, the ability to meaningfully and formally describe the datasets that participate in the linked data
space, as well as the links among them, is of paramount importance.
Metadata is the descriptive information about datasets that explains the measured attributes,
their names, units, precision, accuracy, data layout, and ideally a great deal more. Most importantly,
metadata should include the dataset lineage, i.e., how the dataset was measured, acquired, or computed.
Equally important is the concept of the dataset identifier, i.e., DOI (or URI) as mechanisms for referring
to datasets, on which there exists some agreement among multiple data providers.
Modeling the many kinds of relationships existing between datasets is equally important. We need
to define metadata models for describing links. We must be able to model, for example, dataset B as a
temporal/spatial abstraction of dataset A; or show that datasets A and B are generated independently
but both reflect the same observational or experimental activity; or that datasets A and B were generated
at the same time and by the same organization, etc.
In order to be able to exploit the full potential of the linked data space, it is importance to make
sense of heterogeneous datasets that constitute a linked data space. This can be achieved by adopting
formalisms for representing discipline-specific ontologies.
An initiative that implements the concept of linked data space by using the semantic Web
technologies is Linked Data [4].
7. Linked Scientific Articles: Linked Literature Spaces
Above I have described the network-centric nature of the future scientific article. Deconstructing
the scientific article into semantically typed modules allows the structuring of the scientific information
as a multitude of interlinked modules. This will allow us to answer questions like: (i) what is the
evidence for this claim? (ii) was this prediction accurate? (iii) what are the conceptual foundations for
this idea? (iv) who has built on this idea? (v) who has challenged this idea, and using what kind of
arguments? (vi) are there distinctive perspectives on this problem? and (vii) are there inconsistencies
within this school of thought?
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In essence, it will also enable the author to create paths of reasoning within the article as well as
between articles. On the other hand, by following such paths the reader is enabled, for example, to
assess the validity of a claim by gaining insight into its empirical backing.
In computational linguistics the structure and the relations of discourse has been extensively
studied as well as the relationship between discourse semantics and information packaging
(modularization). Some studies have suggested that the modularization of discourse is not based
purely on semantics but that the rhetorical nature of discourse relations must also be taken into
consideration when deconstructing a scientific article. It must also be pointed out that some segments
of discourse play a subordinate role relative to previous segments they are connected to, while others
are considered on a par; for example, the Result module has a coordinating role while the Explanation
module is a subordinate one. This distinction, often called subordinating/coordinating, must also be
considered when an article is decomposed into a number of modules.
In essence, breaking a scientific article into different modules is a difficult conceptual operation as
it should take into consideration the discourse structure and relations.
In the literature many models of discourse relations have been proposed; as an example, a small
set of eight relations has been proposed in order to support a principled modularization of a scientific
article and a realistic scientific reasoning:
‚
‚
‚
‚

Proves/refutes
Supports/contradicts
Agrees/disagrees
Suggests/does not suggest

The discourse relations are materialized by explicitly labeled links. A link can be defined as a
uniquely characterized, explicit, directed connection between modules that represents one or more
different kinds of relations. We can have different types of links: semantic links implement relations
of similarity, contrast, part of, etc.; rhetorical links implement relations of definition, explanation,
illustration, etc.; and pragmatic links implement relations of prerequisite, usage, example, etc.
Modularization and linking will enable scientific information to become part of a global,
universal, and explicit network of knowledge. Literature will be modeled as a network of modules.
A generalization of the network centrality of scientific information leads to the creation of a linked
scientific literature space of disciplinary or interdisciplinary scope. A scientific contribution thus
becomes a rigorously connected, substantiated node or region in a linked scientific literature space.
However, in order to be able to implement a linked, discipline-specific literature space, it is
important to meaningfully and formally describe the article modules that participate in the linked
literature space as well as the links among them.
We need semantically rich metadata models to describe the article modules as well as the
relations between them. Equally important is the concept of the module identifier, i.e., DOI
(or URI) as a mechanism for referring article modules on which there exist some agreements among
multiple publishers.
8. Linking Literature Spaces with Data Spaces
The need to link datasets to scientific publications is starting to be held as a key practice,
underpinning the recognition of data as a primary research output, rather than as a byproduct
of research. Linking data to publications will enable scientists, while reading an article, to go off and
look at the underlying data and even redo analyses in order to reproduce or verify results.
The distinction between data and publication is destined to disappear as both are made
increasingly available in electronic form. It is the task of the linking technology to support the
next step, i.e., their integration.
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Publishers are beginning to embrace the opportunity to integrate data with scientific articles but
barriers to the sustainability of this practice include the sheer volume of data and the huge variety of
data formats. Several levels of integration can be achieved ranging from tight to weak integration.
A tight integration is achieved when datasets are contained within peer-reviewed articles. In this
publishing model, the publisher takes full responsibility for the publication of the article and the
aggregated data embedded in it and the way it is presented. The embedding of the dataset into the
publication makes it citable and retrievable. However, the reusability of the dataset is limited as it is
difficult to find it separate from the publication. This publishing model is not appropriate when the
embedded dataset is too large to fit into the traditional publication format. In addition, the preservation
of these enhanced articles is more demanding than for traditional articles.
A less tight integration is achieved when the datasets reside in supplementary files added to the
scientific article. The publisher offers authors the option of adding supplementary files to their article
containing any relevant material that will not fit the traditional article format or its narrative, such as
datasets, multimedia files, large tables, animations, etc. There are some issues related to this publishing
model: they mainly concern the preservation of the supplementary files as well as the ability to find
them independently from the main publication.
A weak integration is achieved when the datasets reside in Institutional Data Repositories or in
discipline-specific Data Centers with bi-directional linking to and from articles. In this publishing
model the article should include a citation and links to the dataset. The data preservation is the
responsibility of the administrators of the Institutional Repository or Data Center. In this model
the datasets become better discoverable and can be reused separately from the publication and in
combination with other datasets. However, this publishing model depends very much on the existence
of proper and persistent linking mechanisms enabling bi-directional citation. In the Big Data era it
is obvious that only the weak integration scheme is viable. Unfortunately, due to technological and
policy reasons discipline-specific Data Centers and Research Libraries currently do not interoperate.
Linking publications to the underlying data can produce significant benefits:
‚
‚
‚
‚

help the data to be better discoverable
help the data to be better interpretable
provide the author with better credits for the data
add depth to the article and facilitate better understanding.

Unifying all scientific datasets with all scientific literature to create a world in which data and
literature interoperate, as in Jim Gray’s vision, implies the capability to link Literature Spaces with
Data Spaces, i.e., the capability to create a Linked Scholarly Record.
Linking Literature Spaces with Data Spaces will increase scientific “information velocity” and
will enhance scientific productivity as well as data availability, discoverability, interpretability,
and reusability.
The main mechanism enabling the linking between datasets and articles in the scientific
communication workflow is data citation. Data citation is the practice of providing a reference
to datasets intended as a description of dataset properties that enable discover, interlinking, and access
to the dataset. As such, proper citation mechanisms rely on the assignment of persistent identifiers
to datasets, together with a description (metadata) of the dataset, which allows for discovery and, to
some extent, reuse of the data. Several standards exist for citing datasets and practices vary across
different disciplines and data repositories, supported by initiatives in various fields of applications.
9. Semantic Enhancement of the Scientific Record
A multidisciplinary approach to research problems draws from multiple disciplines in order
to redefine a research problem outside of the usual boundaries and reach solutions based on a
new understanding of complex situations. Scientific communication across disciplinary boundaries
needs semantic enhancements in order to make the text intelligible to a broad audience composed
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of specialists in different scientific disciplines. This need motivated the current development of
semantic publishing. By semantic publishing we mean the enhancement of the meaning of an online
research article by automatically disambiguating and semantically defining specialist terms. This can
be achieved by linking to discipline-specific ontologies and standard terminology repositories, by
linking to other information sources of relevance to the article, and by direct linking to all of the
article’s cited references. Semantic mark-up of text is a technology that would facilitate increased
understanding of the underlying meaning. Sophisticated text mining and natural language processing
tools are currently being developed to recognize textual instances and link them automatically to
domain-specific ontologies. Additional semantic enhancements can be obtained by intelligently linking
scientific texts to third-party commentaries, archived talks, and websites.
Semantic publishing facilitates the automated discovery of an article, enables its linking to
semantically related articles, provides access to data within the article in actionable form, or facilitates
integration of data between papers. It demands the enrichment of the article with appropriate metadata
that are amenable to automated processing and analysis. The semantic enhancements increase the
intrinsic value of scientific articles, by increasing the ease by which information, understanding, and
knowledge can be extracted.
Semantic technologies are enabling technologies for semantic publishing.
In the context of multidisciplinary research, communities of research and data collections inhabit
multiple contexts. There is the risk, when datasets are moving across contexts, of interpreting their
representations in different ways caused by the loss of the interpretative context. This can lead to a
phenomenon called “ontological drift” as the intended meaning becomes distorted when the datasets
move across semantic boundaries (semantic distortion). This risk arises when a shared vocabulary and
domain terminology are lacking.
Scientists nowadays face the problem of accessing existing large datasets by means of flexible
mechanisms that are both powerful and efficient. Ontologies describe the domain of interest at a
high level of abstraction and allow for expressing at the intentional level complex kinds of semantic
conditions over such a domain. They are, thus, widely considered to be a suitable formal tool
for sophisticated data access. Providing ontology-based access to data demands the creation of a
conceptual view of data and presenting it to the scientist-user. This view is expressed in terms of an
ontology and presents the unique access point for the interaction between the users and the system
that manages the dataset.
The challenge is to link the ontology to a dataset that exists autonomously and has not been
necessarily structured with the purpose of storing the ontology instances. In this case, the conceptual
view and the datasets are at different levels of abstraction and are expressed in terms of different
formalisms. For example, while logical languages are used to specify the ontology, datasets are usually
expressed in terms of a data model. Therefore, there is a need for specific mechanisms for mapping the
data to the elements of the ontology. In summary, in ontology-based data access, the mapping is the
formal tool by which we determine how to link data to ontology, i.e., how to reconstruct the semantics
of datasets in terms of the ontology.
The main reason for a functionality that supports an ontology–based access to data is to
provide high-level services to the scientists-clients. The most important service is query answering.
Clients express their queries in terms of the conceptual view (the ontology) and the mapping and
should translate the request into suitable queries posed to the system that manages the dataset.
In the context of a networked multidisciplinary scientific world, in order to maintain
the interpretative context of data when crossing semantic boundaries, there is the need for
aligning domain-specific ontologies that support the ontology-based access to distributed datasets.
These ontologies are not standalone artifacts. They relate to each other in ways that can affect their
meaning, and are distributed in a network of interlinked datasets, reflecting their dynamics, modularity,
and contextual dependencies. Their alignment is crucial for effective and meaningful data access and
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usability. It is achieved through a set of mapping rules that specify a correspondence between various
entities, such as objects, concepts, relations, and instances.
10. Innovation in Scholarly Practices
We are entering a new era characterized by the availability of huge collections of scientific articles.
It is estimated that at least 114 million English-language scientific documents are accessible on the Web.
Of these, it is estimated that at least 27 million are freely available.
Moreover, high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes, satellites, accelerators, supercomputers,
and sensor networks are generating massive amounts of scientific data. This information explosion is
making it increasingly difficult for scholars to meet their information needs. In addition, the availability
of huge amounts of scientific information has caused scholars to significantly extend their search goals.
We expect that advanced semantic linking, information modeling, and searching technologies
will contribute to the emergence of new scholarly practices that will enable scholars to successfully
face the challenges of the information deluge era.
Below are described some innovations in scholarly practices that will be enabled, in the near
future, by the cyberscholarly infrastructures described in Section 5.
11. New Discovery Practices
The availability of huge amounts of scientific information will produce a shift in the traditional
scientific method: from hypothesis-driven advances to advances driven by connections and
correlations found between diverse types of information resources. Discovering previously unknown
and potentially useful scientific information requires the discovery of patterns within a linked
scholarly record.
Given a discipline-specific linked scholarly record, a pattern is defined as a path composed of a
number of (sub)datasets and article modules meaningfully connected by relations that are materialized
by links.
The relations can be expressed by:
‚
‚
‚

Mathematical equations when they relate numeric fields of two (sub)datasets;
Logical relationships among article modules and (sub)datasets;
Semantic/rhetoric relationships among modules of articles.

A pattern describes a recurring information need in terms of relationships among some
components of the scholarly record (datasets, articles) and suggests a solution. The solution consists
of two or more components of the scholarly record that work together in order to satisfy a scholar’s
information needs.
A pattern forms a causal chain and the discovery process can take complex forms. It is expressed
in high-level language and constitutes the input to a knowledge-based search engine.
In many cases, it is very useful to identify relationships among individual patterns, thus creating
a connected pattern space. Such a space allows scholars to navigate from one pattern to a set of
related patterns.
Given the extremely large dimensions of the modern scholarly record, a search engine can
better assist scholars and scientists in finding the interesting patterns they are looking for by clearly
identifying and understanding the intent behind a pattern specification. The user intent is represented
in the pattern specification and contained in the query submitted to the search engine. Enabling a search
engine to understand the intent of a query requires addressing the following problems: (i) precisely
defining the semantics of the query intent representation; and (ii) precisely delineating the semantic
boundary of the intent domain.
Two broad categories of user intent can be identified:
Targeted intent: when the desired pattern is precisely described; and
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Explorative intent: when the desired pattern is described in vague terms, i.e., the user does not
know exactly what s/he is looking for.
12. A New Paradigm of Information Seeking: Information Exploration
In the era of scientific information deluge, the amount of information exceeds the capabilities of
traditional query processing and information retrieval technologies. New paradigms of information
seeking will emerge that allow scholars to:
‚
‚
‚

surf the linked scholarly information space following suitable patterns;
explore the scholarly record searching for interesting patterns; and
move rapidly through the linked scholarly record and identify relevant information on the move.

Information exploration is an emerging paradigm of information seeking. Exploration of a large
information space is performed when scholars are searching for interesting patterns, often without
knowing a priori what they are looking for. Exploration-based systems should help scholars to navigate
the information space. In essence, a scholar supported by exploration-based systems becomes a
navigator of the scientific information space.
Exploration can be conducted in two ways:
Navigational querying: in the navigational querying mode, the exploration is conducted with a
specific target node in mind. In this style of exploration, the key point is the process of selecting
where to go next. In order to improve the effectiveness of this process, it is important to increase the
awareness of the structure of the information space.
Navigational Browsing: in the navigational browsing mode, a scholar is looking at several nodes of
a linked information space in a casual way, in the hope that s/he might find something interesting.
In essence, in this style of exploration the user (scholar) is not able to formulate her/his information
need as a query; however, s/he is able to recognize relevant information when s/he sees it.
In this style of exploration, the most efficient strategy is a two-step approach: first, the user
navigates to the topic neighborhood in a querying mode and then browses the information space
within that neighborhood.
In order to increase the effectiveness of browsing, it is important to assist the user in the process
of choosing between different patterns.
Browsing is distinguished from querying by the absence of a definite target in the mind of the
scholar. Therefore, the distinction between browsing and querying is not determined by the actions of
the scholar, or by the functionality of an information exploration system, but by the cognitive state of
the scholar.
It is difficult to have a clear distinction between these two styles of exploration. Presumably, there
is a continuum of user behaviors varying between knowing exactly what a user wants to find (querying)
and having only an extremely vague idea of what s/he is looking for (browsing).
A wide range of exploration strategies can be defined based on the degree of target specificity in
the mind of scholar. On the one extreme of the range the starting point of the exploration is the target
identification and on the other extreme the starting point is the context identification.
13. Topic Maps: A Tool for Producing Conceptual Views on Top of a Linked Scholarly Record
A technology that can support scholars in finding useful information in a linked
scientific information space is Topic Maps, a standard for connecting knowledge structures to
information resources.
A Topic Map is a way of representing networked knowledge in terms of topics, associations,
and occurrences.
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A topic is a machine-processable representation of a concept. The Topic Maps standard does not
restrict the set of concepts that can be represented as topics in any way. Topics can represent
any concept: in a scientific context, they can represent any scientific outcome: an article, an
author, a dataset, a data mining/visualization tool, an experiment, etc. Typically topics are
used to represent electronic resources (such as documents, web pages, and web services) and
non-electronic resources (such as people or places).
Associations represent hyper-graph relationships between topics: an article that suggests a thesis
can connect to another article that supports this thesis, a data mining tool can connect to a mined
dataset, etc.; and
Occurrences represent information resources relevant to a particular topic.

In a Topic Map, each concept connects to another and links back to the original concept.
Topics, associations, and occurrences can all be typed. Types are defined by the creator of the Topic
Map(s). The definitions of allowed types constitute the ontology of the Topic Map. Each topic involved
in an association is said to play a role, which is defined by the association type.
Topic Maps are a way to develop logical thinking by revealing connections and helping scholars
see the lineage of an idea and how individual ideas form a larger whole.
The Topic Map can act as a high-level overview of the domain knowledge contained in a set of
resources. In this way it can serve not only as a guide to locating resources for the expert, but also as a
way for experts to model their knowledge in a structured way. This allows non-experts to grasp the
basic concepts and their relationships before diving down into the resources that provide more detail.
Topic Maps are often described as a kind of superimposed semantic metadata layer for indexing
(often dispersed and heterogeneous) information resources.
An information architecture based on Topic Maps may be said to have two layers: a knowledge
layer (topic space) representing the objects in the domain being described and a content layer
(resource space) holding information about these objects. With some thoughtful modeling it is even
possible to create different layers of detail in a Topic Map.
Another way of looking at Topic Maps is to consider them as enablers of Knowledge Arenas,
that is, virtual spaces where scholars and learners may explore what they know and what they do
not know.
In fact, a Topic Map might be employed in an e-learning system to organize distributed learning
resources on the web. Here the individual topics would represent digital “learning objects” like articles,
video lectures, or slides.
A Topic Map can be created by a human author or automatically. The manual creation of topic
maps guarantees high-quality, rich topic maps. However, even the automatic production of topic maps
from a linked information space can give good results.
Topic Maps make information findable by giving every concept in the information space its own
identity and providing multiple redundant navigation paths through the linked information space.
These paths are semantic, and all points on the way are clearly identified with names and types that
tell you what they are. This means you always know where you are. Therefore, Topic Maps can act as
a GPS of the information universe.
In essence, Topic Maps can be used to create personalized semantic views, on top of a linked
scholarly record that satisfies scholars’ reading, learning, and research needs.
The standardization of Topic Maps is taking place under the umbrella of the ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC34/WG3 Committee (ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1, Subcommittee 34, Working
Group 3—Document description and processing languages—Information Association). The Topic
Maps (ISO/IEC 13250) reference model and data model standards are defined in a way that is
independent of any specific serialization or syntax. It is desirable to have a way to arbitrarily query
the data within a particular Topic Maps store. Many implementations provide a syntax by which this
can be achieved (somewhat like ‘SQL for Topic Maps’) but the syntax tends to vary a lot between
different implementations.
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14. New Reading Practices
The creation of linked scientific spaces, together with the growing quantity of published articles
and the limited time for reading, is increasingly modifying reading practices in two main directions:
focused reading vs. horizontal/explorative reading.
14.1. Focused Reading
Due to the continuously increasing quantity of scientific articles and data and the limited time
for reading, scientists strive to avoid older and less relevant literature. They want to read only the
relevant parts of a small number of core articles. Therefore, they tend to narrow the literature space to
be browsed (tuned vision). A number of indicators of the relevance of an article are used: indexing
and citations as indicators of relevance, abstracts and literature reviews as surrogates for full papers,
and social networks of colleagues as personal alerting services.
14.2. Horizontal Reading/Exploration
Another form of reading consists in surfing the linked literature space in order not to find a
specific article or a core set of articles to read, but rather to find, assess, and exploit a wide range of
information by scanning portions of many articles, i.e., horizontal reading. Horizontal reading is the
exploration of large quantities of relevant information.
14.3. Strategic Reading
Both directions lead to a new reading practice: strategic reading. Strategic reading is the reading of
the different modules of an article in relevance order rather than narrative order.
15. New Learning Practices
A linked scientific information space has the potential for increasing the learning capacity of
scholars as it supports their cognitive processes. Cognitive processes involve the creation of links
between concepts. This implies the ability to create meaning by establishing patterns, relationships,
and connections. A linked space enables the construction of meaningful learning patterns that allow
the acquiring of new or modifying existing knowledge. The following of pre-constructed learning
patterns makes possible the exploration and comparison of ideas, the identification or resolution of
disagreements, the tracking of contributions by an individual researcher, the tracing of the lineage of
an idea, etc.
More importantly, a linked space facilitates the establishment of meaningful connections
between several information elements: interpretation, prediction, causality, consistency, prevention,
(supporting/challenging) argumentation, etc.
16. Open Cyber-Scholarly Infrastructures
By Cyber-scholarly Infrastructure we mean a managed networked environment that incorporates
capabilities instrumental to supporting the activities conducted by scholars. It is an enabler of an open,
evolvable, and extensible learned ecosystem composed of digital libraries, publishers’ repositories,
institutional repositories, data repositories, data centers, and communities of scholars.
It enables interoperation between data and literature, thus creating an open, distributed, and
evolvable linked scholarly record. It provides an enabling framework for data, information, and
knowledge discovery, advanced literature analyses, and new scholar practices based on linking and
semantic technologies. Cyber-infrastructure-enhanced discovery, analysis, reading, and learning are
especially important as they encourage broadened participation and wider diversity along individual,
geographical, and institutional dimensions.
In particular, future Open Cyber-scholarship Infrastructures should support:
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a Scholarly Linking Environment that:
‚

‚

provides a core set of linking services that create discipline-specific linked literature spaces
and discipline-specific linked data spaces, connect literature spaces with data spaces, and
build connections between diverse discipline-specific literature spaces.
supports the creation, operation, and maintenance of a core set of linkers. A linker is a software
module that exploits encoded knowledge and metadata information about certain datasets
or articles in order to build a relation between modules and/or datasets. The linking process
is a two-phase process: the first phase provides assistance in locating and understanding
resource capabilities; the second phase focuses on linking the identified resources.

Different types of linkers should be supported in order to implement the different types of
relations between article modules and datasets. Linkers that connect modules related by a causality
relationship, by a similarity relationship, by an “aboutness” relationship, or by a generic relationship;
linkers that connect an article with the underlying dataset; linkers that connect a dataset with the
supported articles; etc.
‚

A Mediating Environment that:
‚

‚

‚
‚

A Navigational Environment that:
‚

‚
‚
‚

provides a core set of intermediary services that make the holdings of discipline-specific
repositories and data centers, data archives, research digital libraries, and publisher’s
repositories discoverable, understandable, and (re)usable.
supports the creation, operation, and maintenance of mediators. A mediator is a software
module that exploits encoded knowledge and metadata information about certain datasets
or articles in order to implement an intermediary service. A core set of mediators should
include: data discovery mediators, article module discovery mediators, mapping mediators,
matching mediators, consistency checking mediators, data integration mediators, etc.
maintains data dictionaries, discipline-specific ontologies, and terminologies.

offers the possibility for scholars to start browsing in one dataset/article module and then
navigate along links into related datasets/article modules, and/or supports search engines
that crawl the linked information space by following links between datasets/article modules
and provide expressive query capabilities over aggregated data.
maintains article module metadata registries;
maintains link metadata registries;

A Scholarly Reading and/or Learning Environment that:
‚

supports the creation, operation, and maintenance of a core set of scholarly workflows.
Scholars should be enabled to describe an abstract workflow by specifying a number of abstract
tasks. These tasks include identity resolution, text analysis, literature analysis, lineage
analysis, reproducibility of work, repeatability of experiments, etc. The abstract workflow
or workflow template is mapped into a concrete workflow using mappings that, for each task,
specify a linker or a mediator, or a service to be used for its implementation. An abstract
workflow is an acyclic graph in which the nodes are tasks and the edges present links that
connect the output of a given task to the input of another task, specifying that the artifacts
produced by the former are used by the latter.

The instantiation of a workflow results in a scholarly reading/learning pattern. By scholarly
reading/learning pattern we mean a set of meaningfully linked article modules and datasets that
support a scholarly activity (reading/learning/research). In essence, scholarly reading/learning
patterns draw paths within the linked scholarly record.
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supports the creation and maintenance of reading and learning profiles in order to enable the
creation of “personalized reading/learning patterns.”.
supports the creation and maintenance of virtual information spaces (topic maps) where scholars and
learners may explore what they know and what they do not know.
enables scholars, readers, and learners to find the scientific information they are looking for and
correctly interpret it by allowing them to surf the linked scholarly record, following suitable
scholarly patterns.

17. Concluding Remarks
We expect that the building of the next generation of cyber-scholarly infrastructures will have a
considerable impact on:
‚

‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚

accelerating the transition towards an extended system of scholarly communication that allows
us to create, disseminate, and sustain unprecedented new forms of scholarly inquiry by utilizing
the innovative capabilities of digital technologies;
bringing to maturity digital publishing business models that support promotion and tenure
practices that systematically reward digital publishing efforts;
making scholarly knowledge freely available to anyone and opening up the process of knowledge
discovery as early as possible;
changing the scholarly publication: making the research outcomes reproducible, replicable, and
transparent; making explicit hidden aspects of knowledge production;
overcoming the distinction between the two cultures of the contemporary scientific world (i.e., the
culture of data and the culture of narrative) by tightly linking datasets and narrative;
enabling Open Scholarship;
enabling reputation management;
bringing into closer working alignment scholars, libraries, and publishers;
shifting the scientific method from hypothesis-driven to data-driven discovery; and
enabling analysis of research dynamics as well as macro-analyses of research data of interest to
universities, funding bodies, academic publishers, and companies.

Future cyber-scholarly infrastructures will make Jim Gray’s vision of a world in which all scientific
literature and all scientific data are online and interoperating happen.
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